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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Requirements of Safety Analysis
 GSR Part 4
 Contents
•
•
•
•

Overall requirement
Specific requirements
Defense in depth
Safety Analysis
- Scope, DSA, PSA
- Criteria for judging safety
- Uncertainty and sensitivity
- Computer codes
- Operating experience data
• Documentation
• Independent verification
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Requirements of Safety Analysis
 GSR Part 4
 Safety assessment
• Overall Systematic process to ensure that all the relevant safety
requirements are met by the proposed (or actual) design
- Assessment of all aspects of a practice relevant to protection and
safety
- Not limited to safety analysis

 Safety analysis
• Evaluation of the potential hazards associated with facility or activity
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Safety assessment overview
Safety Assessment

Safety Analysis

Two Complementary
methods

Deterministic
• Predicts the response to
postulated events with
predetermined assumptions
• Checks fulfilment of
acceptance criteria

Probabilistic
Combines the likelihood of
initiating events, potential
scenarios and their consequences into estimation of CDF,
source term or overall risk

Evaluation of
Engineering Factors
Important to Safety
 Proven engineering practices
 Defense in depth
 Radiation protection
 Protection against external hazards
 Combination of loads
 Selection of materials
 Single failure criterion
 Redundancy, diversity
 Equipment qualification
 Ageing
 Man-machine interface
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Safety Assessment Process in GSR Part 4
Preparation for the safety assessment
SAFETY ASSESSMENT
Features to be assessed
Possible radiation risks
Safety functions

Safety approach
Defense in depth
Safety margin
Multiple barriers

Site characteristics

Engineering aspects
Human factors
Long term safety

Uses of safety assessment
Limits, conditions, etc

Safety analysis
DSA / PSA
Scope / approach
Acceptance criteria
Uncertainty / Sensitivity
Computer codes
Operating experience

Documentation
(Safety Report)

Independent
Verification

Iterative process

Radiation protection

Maintenance, inspection
Management system
Emergency preparedness

Regulatory
Review
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Safety Analysis
For Utility

For Regulatory Body
Design Conditions

Design Conditions
Initial
Conditions

Plant Safety Analysis
Results
Acceptable ?

No

Event
Scenario
Change

Event
Scenario

Initial
Conditions

Independent Audit Analysis
Satisfy
Acceptance
Criteria ?

No Order to
Change

Yes
Safety
Analysis
Report

Yes
Confirm Safety
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 14 of GSR part 4: Scope of the safety analysis
The performance of a facility or activity in all operational states and, as necessary,
in the post-operational phase shall be assessed in the safety analysis.

 To address the consequences arising from normal

operational conditions, AOO and accident conditions
 Design basis accidents as well as beyond design basis accidents

(including severe accidents).
 All internal and external events.

 To select the events based on a systematic, logical &

structured approach.
 Justification to be provided that the identification of all scenarios is

sufficiently comprehensive.
 Analysis to be based on an appropriate grouping and bounding of the
event
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 15: Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
Both deterministic and probabilistic approaches shall be included in the
safety analysis.

 Deterministic approach
 To specify and apply a set of conservative deterministic rules and

requirements
 To provide a way of compensating for uncertainties by providing a
large safety margin.

 Probabilistic approach
 To determine all significant contributing factors to the radiation risks.
 To provide insights into system performance reliability, interactions

and weaknesses in the design, application of DiD, and risks.
 Probabilistic approach uses realistic assumptions and provides a
framework for addressing many of the uncertainties explicitly
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 16: Criteria for judging safety
Criteria for judging safety shall be defined for the safety analysis. .

 To define criteria for judging safety, sufficient to meet the

fundamental safety objective and principles
 As well as to meet the requirements of designer, operating

organization and regulatory body

 To develop detailed criteria to assist in assessing

compliance with these higher level objectives, principles
and requirements, including risk criteria
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 17: Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis shall be performed and taken into account in
the results of the safety analysis and the conclusions drawn from it.

 To characterize uncertainties with respect to their source, nature

and degree, using quantitative methods, professional judgement
or both
 Aleatory uncertainty: associate with events or phenomena occurring in a

random manner (e.g. random failures of equipment)
 Epistemic uncertainty: associated with the state of knowledge such as
analytical model, simplifications and assumptions.

 Uncertainty analysis refers mainly to the statistical combination

and propagation of uncertainties in code models, plant models
and data.
 Sensitivity analysis refers to the sensitivity of results to major

assumptions about parameters, scenarios or modeling.
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 18: Use of computer codes
Any calculation methods and computer codes used in the safety analysis shall
undergo verification and validation.

 Model verification to determine that a computational model

correctly implements the conceptual or mathematical model
 Physical equations & data to be correctly translated into computer code
 System code verification is the review of source coding in relation to the

code documentation

 Model validation to determine whether a mathematical model is

an adequate representation of the real system, by comparing
with experimental data
 System code validation is the assessment of the accuracy of code

predictions against relevant experimental data
 To ensure that code users have sufficient experience in the application
of the code to the type of facility
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 19: Use of operating experience data
Data on operational safety performance shall be collected and assessed.

 Data including records of incidents, the performance of

safety systems, radiation doses, and the generation of
radioactive waste and effluents
 For complex facilities, data to be collected on the basis of

a set of safety performance indicators
 Data on operating experience are to be used to update the

safety assessment
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 20: Documentation of the safety assessment
The results and findings of the safety assessment shall be documented.

 Safety report to be in sufficient scope and detail
 To support the conclusions and to provide an adequate input into

independent verification and regulatory review
 Safety report to be updated as necessary

 Safety report to be retained
 Until the facility has been fully decommissioned and dismantled and

released from regulatory control
 For a repository for radioactive waste, safety report to be retained
for and extended period of time after closure of the repository
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
Requirement 21: Independent verification
The operating organization shall carry out an independent verification of the safety
assessment before it is used by the operating organization of submitted to the
regulatory body.

 To be performed by suitably qualified individuals or a

group different from those who carried out the safety
assessment, to increase the level of confidence
 To identify whether there are any contributions to the

radiation risks that have not been taken into account
 To determine whether the models and data used are

accurate representations of the design and operation of
the facility
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Objectives of safety analysis & independent

verification
 Safety analysis of the plant design to be conducted with

methods of deterministic and probabilistic analysis
 To establish and confirm the design basis for the items important
to safety
 To demonstrate that the plant as designed is capable of meeting
the prescribed and acceptable limits
 To demonstrate that DiD has been achieved

 Operating organization shall ensure that an independent

verification is performed by individuals or groups
separate from those carrying out the design
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Objectives of safety analysis & independent

verification
 Independent audit calculation by regulatory authority as

part of licensing review on safety analysis results
prepared by designer:
 To provide assurance that the safety analysis report has been
accomplished in a reasonable and complete manner
 To confirm that the designer has adequately characterized
equipment performance and operator actions required to meet
safety criteria for DBA
 To confirm the safety authority’s understanding of the design and
the plant responses to DBA
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Multiple confirmation:
 design analysis + regulatory audit
Safety Design

Safety Analysis
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Application of deterministic safety analysis
Design of NPPs
Production of new or revised safety reports
for licensing purposes
Assessment by the regulatory body
of safety report
Analysis of operational incidents at NPPs
Development of emergency operating procedures
& accident management procedures
Refinement of previous safety analysis
in the context of a periodic safety review
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Safety analysis scheme
 Process for safety analysis
Event
Scenario

Plant
Design

Operation
Limits

Operator
Action

Safety
Analysis

Acceptable?

NO

Change

YES

SAR
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1. Overview of Safety Analysis
 Procedure of safety analysis
Identify & categorize initiating events
Establish acceptance criteria
Establish analysis methods & codes
Perform analysis
Compare the results with relevant acceptance
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Categorization of Events
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2. Categorization of Events
 Plant states
 Operation states vs. Accident Conditions
Accident conditions
Operational states
BDBA
Normal
operation

Anticipated operational
occurrences (AOOs)

(a)

DBA

(b)

Severe
accident

Accident
Management
(a) accident conditions which are not explicitly considered design basis accident but
are encompassed by them
(b) beyond design basis accident without significant core degradation (ATWS, TLOF)
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2. Categorization of Events
 Definitions (IAEA terminology)
 Events:
 Specific deviation from normal or planned operation

 Anticipated operational occurrences (AOO):
 Operational process deviating from normal operation expected to
occur at least once during plant lifetime

 Design basis accident (DBA)
 Accident conditions against which NPP is designed according to
established design criteria

 Beyond design basis accident
 Accident condition more severe than a DBA

 Severe accident
 Accident conditions more severe than DBA and involving
significant core degradation
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2. Categorization of Events
 Identification of initiating event
 Postulated initiating event (PIE)
 Events identified in design as leading to AOOs or accident
condition
 Broad spectrum ranging
• From a type with minor consequences
- Such as the failure or a redundant component
• To a type with serious consequences
- Such as the failure of a major RCS pipe

 Process of event selection is a combination of
• Iteration between design and analysis
• Engineering judgement
• Experience from previous plant design and operation
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2. Categorization of Events
 Comprehensive listing of PIEs
 Internal events
 Equipment failure: all credible failure of system & component
 Human error: incomplete maintenance operation, incorrect setting
of control equipment, wrong operator actions
 Fire and explosions, flooding, missile, pipe whip

 External evens
 Natural external event: earthquake, floods, high winds, tornadoes,
tsunami and extreme meteorological conditions
 Human induced external event: hazard arising from transportation
and industrial activities
• Aircraft crash, fire, explosion, release of toxic gas
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2. Categorization of Events
 Comprehensive listing of PIEs
 Site characteristic: interaction between plant &
environment
 Population, meteorology, hydrology, geology, seismology

 Combination of evens
 Combination of randomly occurring individual event and credibly
lead to AOO or accident conditions
 Certain event may be consequences of other events
• Flood following an earthquake
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization of initiating events
 Categorization by frequency of occurrence
 provide a basis for selection of the acceptance criteria for each
initiating event
 Frequent events shall have only minor or no radiological
consequences
 Events resulting in severe consequences shall be very low
probability

 Categorization by type
 according to the principal effect on potential degradation of safety
functions
 Provides a basis for comparison between events which makes it
possible to identify and evaluate limiting cases
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization by frequency of occurrence
Event
Frequency
(/RY)
Planned
Operation

USNRC

ANS

10CFR50

RG 1.70

51.1 (1973)

51.1 (1983)

Normal

Normal

Condition I

PC-1

AOOs

Incidents of
Moderate Frequency

Condition II

PC-2

Infrequent Incident

Condition III

PC-3

Limiting Faults

Condition IV

PC-4

10-1
10-2
Accidents
10-3
10-4

PC-5
10-5
10-6
10CFR50 : Domestic licensing of production and utilization facilities
RG 1.70 : Standard format and content of safety analysis report for NPPs

Not decide
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2. Categorization of Events
Condition

Frequency

Occurrences expected to occur
Normal Operation frequently or regularly during
power operation, refueling &
maintenance
Condition II Events expected to occur
several times during the plant
Incidents of
Moderate frequency lifetime

Condition I

Condition III
Infrequent incidents

Condition IV
Limiting faults

Events expected to occur
during the plant lifetime

Faults not expected to occur
during the plant lifetime, but
postulated

Events
 Start-up, shutdown, refueling
 Operation with specific
equipment out of service















Increase in feedwater flow
Turbine trip
Loss of normal feedwater flow
Inadvertent operation of ECCS
Loss of RCS flow
Inadvertent loading & operation
of a fuel assembly
Fuel handling accident
Spent fuel cask drop accident
Small break LOCA
Main steamline break
Feedwater pipe break
RCP rotor seizure or shaft break
Rod ejection accident
Large break LOCA
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization by Type (Functional Classification)
Increase in heat removal by secondary system
Decrease in heat removal by secondary system
Decrease in reactor coolant flowrate
Reactivity and power distributions anomalies
Increase in RCS inventory
Decrease in RCS inventory
Radioactive material released from a system
Special analysis
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization by Type (Uljin 3,4 FSAR)
 Increase in heat removal by secondary system






Decrease in feedwater temperature
Increase in feedwater flow
Increased main steam flow
Inadvertent opening of a SG relief or safety valve
SLB (steam line break)

 Decrease in heat removal by secondary system









Loss of external load
Turbine trip
Loss of condenser vacuum
Main steam isolation valve closure
Steam pressure regulator failure
Loss of non-emergency AC power to the station auxiliaries
Loss of normal feedwater flow
FLB (feedwater line break)
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization by Type (Uljin 3,4 FSAR)
 Decrease in reactor coolant flow rate
 Total loss of reactor coolant flow

 Flow controller malfunction causing flow coastdown
 Single RCP rotor seizure with LOOP
 RCP shaft break with LOOP

 Reactivity and power distributions anomalies
 Uncontrolled control element assembly withdrawal from a
subcritical or low power condition
 Uncontrolled control element assembly withdrawal from at
power
 Single control element assembly drop
 Startup of an inactive RCP
 Inadvertent deboration
 Inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly into the improper
position
 Control element assembly ejection accident
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2. Categorization of Events
 Categorization by Type (Uljin 3,4 FSAR)
 Increase in RCS inventory

 Inadvertent operation of ECCS
 CVCS malfunction – pressurizer level control system
malfunction with LOOP

 Decrease in RCS inventory
 Inadvertent opening of a PZR safety/relief or SDS valve
 Double-ended break of a letdown line outside containment
 SGTR (steam generator tube rupture)
 LOCA (loss of coolant accident)
 Radioactive material released from a syste
 Waste gas system failure
 Radioactive liquid waste system leak or failure
 Postulated radioactive release due to liquid-containing tank
failures
 Fuel handling accident
 Spent fuel cask drop accidents
 Special analysis: Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)
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2. Categorization of Events
 Bounding analysis
 Computational analysis of all possible DBA scenarios
may not be practicable
 A reasonable number of limiting cases (bounding or enveloping
scenarios) to be selected from each category of events.
 Scenarios to be chosen are presented the greatest possible
challenge to the relevant acceptance criteria.

 Different grouping is more useful when calculating

potential releases of radioactive material to the
environment.





Accidents in which major barriers (containment) may be ineffective,
SGTR,
LOCA in the auxiliary building,
Faults that occur when the containment is open during shutdown.
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Event Acceptance Criteria
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Generals in acceptance criteria
 Acceptance criteria to be developed for events to ensure
that an adequate level of DiD is maintained
 by preventing damage to barriers against the release of radioactive
material and preventing unacceptable radiological release

 All the events produce about the same risk level
 More stringent criteria to be applied for events with a higher
frequency of occurrence
• For AOOs, no failures of physical barriers (fuel matrix, fuel cladding, RCS
pressure boundary, containment)

 Quantitative limitation of selected parameters or

qualitative requirements set up for the results of safety
analysis
 specific bounds on the value of a functional or condition indicator
used to access the ability of a SSC
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Generals in acceptance criteria
 Basic acceptance criteria
 Individual and collective doses to workers and the public
 Integrity of barriers to the release of radioactive material
• Fuel, fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, containment

 Capabilities of systems & operators intended to perform a safety
function

 Typical acceptance criteria
 Numerical limits on the values of calculated variables
• peak cladding temperature, system pressure for RCS integrity

 Conditions for plant states during and after an accident
• achievement of a long term safe state

 Performance requirements for SSCs
• injection flow rates

 Requirements for operator actions with specific accident environment
• alarm system reliability & habitability of the control areas
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Generals in acceptance criteria
 Examples
 Limits on the integrity of barriers depending on event frequency
• Fuel failure limit: DNBR
• RCS integrity limit : 110% ~ 120% of RCS design pressure

 Performance of engineered safety features : ECCS for LOCA
•
•
•
•
•

PCT < 2200 ℉
Maximum cladding oxidation < 17 %
Maximum amount of hydrogen < 1 %
Maintain coolable geometry
Maintain long term cooling

 Radiological criteria : Individual & collective doses to workers & public
• Occupational exposure : 100 mSv/5years + 20 mSv/year
• Offsite dose limit : 10%~100% of dose limits from siting criteria
• Siting criteria : whole body dose (25 rem) & thyroid dose (300 rem)

 Risk criteria: CDF (10-4 ~ 10-5), LERF (10-5 ~10-6)
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Acceptance criteria for AOO (Condition II & III)
1) Pressure in the RCS and main steam system below
110% of the design values
2) Fuel cladding integrity by ensuring that minimum DNBR
remains above the limits
3) AOO should not generate a postulated accident without
other faults occurring independently or result in a
consequential loss of function of the RCS or reactor
containment barriers
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Acceptance criteria for AOO (Condition II & III)
 For condition II events
 By itself, cannot generate a more serious event of Condition III or
IV category without other faults occurring independently or results
in a consequential loss of function of the RCS or containment
barriers

 For condition III events
 No more than a small fraction of fuel elements in the reactor are
damaged
 Release of radioactive material shall not be sufficient to interrupt
or restrict public use of those areas beyond the exclusion radius
• Offsite release of radioactive materials in limited to a small fraction of
siting criteria

 By itself, cannot generate a Condition IV event or result in a
consequential loss of function of the RCS or containment barriers
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Acceptance criteria for postulated accident

(Condition IV events)
 Pressure in the RCS and main steam system to be

maintained below acceptable design limits, considering
potential brittle as well as ductile failure. (e.g. 120% of design
value)
 Fuel cladding integrity to be maintained if minimum DNBR
remains above the limits
 If minimum DNBR does not meet this limit, then the fuel is
assumed to have failed
 Release radioactive material shall not result in offsite doses in

excess of the siting criteria
 Postulated accident shall not, by itself, cause consequential
loss of required function of systems needed to cope with the
fault, including those of the RCS and the reactor containment
system
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Possible subdivision of PIEs
(From IAEA SSG-2, “Deterministic safety analysis for nuclear power plants”, Table 2)
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 Concept of acceptance criteria & safety margins
 Two ways of defining safety margins
 Relation to expected damage to safety barriers
 Relation to regulatory acceptance criteria
Safety limit
(damage of barrier)

Margin to
barrier
damage

Margin to
acceptance
criteria

Regulatory acceptance
criteria

Safety analysis results
for safety parameters
Normal operating values
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3. Event Acceptance Criteria
 What is safety margins ?
3000

PCT (deg. F)

2500
2200
2000
1500
1000

From Dr. M. Gavrilas, USNRC/RES; SMAP Madrid, 10/19-20/2006

actual failure/mean of damage distribution
onset of damage

safety limit

uncertainty
band

Best estimate prediction
Conservative Appendix K prediction

500
0

100

300

500

700

900
Time (s)

1100
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Safety Analysis Method
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Approach to safety analysis
 Deterministic analysis
 Performed under specific pre-determined assumptions concerning
the initial operational state and the initiating event, with specific
sets of rules and acceptance criteria
 Conservative: use of conservative data, codes & methodology
• Pessimistic results relative to specified acceptance criteria

 Best-estimate: use of realistic data and best-estimate codes with
uncertainty analysis
• Free of deliberate pessimism regarding acceptance criteria

 Probabilistic analysis
 Provide insights into plant performance, DiD and risk not available
in deterministic analysis
 Use of event trees and faults trees with best-estimate approach to
evaluate risks (CDF, LERF) by combining the likelihood of an
initiating event, potential scenarios and its consequences
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Evolution of deterministic safety analysis
Conservative Analysis

Best-estimate Analysis

 Limited capability of modeling &
knowledge of physical phenomena
 Lack of adequate experimental data
 Limited computer capacity
 Simplify the analysis
 Available experimental data
 Adequate knowledge of physical
phenomena
 Advances in code model &
development
 Need for improved safety margin
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Conservative vs. Best-estimate

Conservative model
& correlation
(bound experimental data)

Code calculation:
Conservative results
Quantify
Safety margin
Development of
uncertainty
quantification method
Development of
BE model & code
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Safety analysis options with computer code &

plant conditions
Option

Computer
Code

1. Conservative
2. Combined

Conservative

Availability
of systems
Conservative
assumptions

Conservative input data

B.E.

“

Conservative input data

3. B.E.

B.E.

“

4. Risk
informed

B.E.

Derived from
PSA

Initial & boundary
condition

Realistic + uncertainty:
Partly most unfavorable
conditions*
Realistic input data with
uncertainty*

(*) Realistic input data are used only if uncertainties or their probabilistic distributions
are known. For those parameters which uncertainties are not quantifiable with
high level confidence, conservative values should be used
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Reason for use of best estimate + uncertainty
Use of
Conservative
approach

Leads to prediction of incorrect progression
of events
Excludes some important physical phenomena
Not show the margins to acceptance criteria
Provides more realistic information
on physical plant behavior

Use of
B.E. approach

Identifies the most relevant safety issues
Allows more realistic comparison
with acceptance criteria
Allows more precise specification of safety
margin & leads to operational flexibility
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 For accident scenarios with large margins
 Appropriate to use a conservative analysis for simplicity
and economy
 Without evaluation of uncertainties

 For scenarios with smaller margins
 Best estimates analysis is necessary to quantify the
conservatism
 For BDBA
 Best estimate analysis is used with uncertainty analysis
associated with relevant phenomena
 Uncertainty analysis is not usually performed in
determining what measures should be taken to mitigate
the consequences
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Conservative deterministic safety analysis
 Characteristics of conservative assumptions
 Any parameter to be allocated a value with an unfavorable effect
related to acceptance criteria
 Assumptions consider uncertainties in initial conditions and safety
system actuation set points
 One set of conservative initial & boundary conditions not
necessarily lead to conservative result for every safety parameter
• Core power in LOCA, SLB, loss of offsite power in system performance
& containment pressure analysis of LOCA
• Appropriate conservatism to be selected, depending on specific
transient and associated acceptance criterion

 Analysis provides a robust demonstration that there is large
margin before safety limits would be exceeded
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Conservative deterministic safety analysis
 Initial & boundary conditions
 Initiating event occurs at unfavorable time as regards initial reactor
conditions
• Power level & distribution, reactivity conditions, RCS temperature,
pressure, flow and inventory

 Boundary conditions throughout the transient to be set a values
leading to conservative results
• Actuation of safety systems such as pumps, valves and power supplies
• External sources and sinks for mass and energy

 Any control systems to be assumed to operate only if their
functioning would aggravate the effects of the initiating events
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Conservative deterministic safety analysis
 Availability of systems & components
 Consider single failure criterion & loss of off-site power to give the
largest negative effects on the acceptance criteria
 All plant systems not designated as safety grade assumed to fail
• Equipment not qualified for specific accident conditions assumed to fail
if its operational results in favorable conditions
• Any control systems to be assumed to operate only if their functioning
would aggravate the effects of the events

 Safety systems to be assumed to operate at their minimum
performance levels
• Reactor trip & safety system actuation systems
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Conservative deterministic safety analysis
 Operator actions to be modeled only if
 there is sufficient time to carry out the requested actions,
 ample information is available for event diagnosis considering
the effects of initiating event and the single failure criterion,
 adequate written procedures are available, and
 sufficient training has been provided

 Nodalization and plant modeling by users
 Procedures, code documentation & user guidelines to be
carefully followed to limit such user effects
 Procedures include issues such as the way to compile the input
data set and the means of selecting the appropriate models in
the code
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Characteristics
 Based on statistically combined uncertainties for plant conditions
and code models to establish, with a high probability, that the
calculated results do not exceed the acceptance criteria.
• Probability of 100% (i.e. certainty) cannot be achieved because only a
limited number of calculations can be performed
• Common practice with a 95% probability level consistent with standard
engineering practice in regulatory matters (DNBR)
• Additional 95% confidence level for the possible sampling error

 Uncertainty in parameters to be determined by a phenomena
identification and ranking table (PIRT) for each event
• A process of experts evaluations to identify the most important
phenomena by ranking the importance of different phenomena
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate computer codes
To model realistically the important phenomena
& the behavior of physical processing in system
Various levels
of qualification
depending on
Availability of experimental or
operational data

Extent of independent
assessment of such data

Extensive database
needed to promote confidence
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4. Safety Analysis Method
To identify the important trends
in the supporting experimental data
& expected plant behavior

Assessment of
Code Accuracy

To estimate the uncertainties
in the overall code results associated with the
fundamental numerical approaches
To estimate uncertainties in key models and
overall code results
To establish sensitivities in important
processes
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Sensitivity & uncertainty analysis
 Sensitivity analysis
• To evaluate the effect of variation in input or modelling parameters on
the code results

 Uncertainties
• Aleatory uncertainty : associated with events or phenomena occurring in
a random manner (e.g. random failures of equipment)
- To be addressed in PSA

• Epistemic uncertainty : associated with the state of knowledge such as
analytical model, simplifications and assumptions
- To be addressed in uncertainty and sensitivity analysis

 Uncertainty analysis
• To address the statistical combination and propagation of uncertainties
in code models, plant models & data
• To quantify the scaling effect between an experimental arrangement and
the actual plant size
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Source of uncertainty
Code/Model
Uncertainty
Representation
Uncertainty

 Approximations & assumptions in field equations, model

& correlations
 Uncertainties in material properties, model & correlations
 Uncertainties in system nodalization

Scaling
Uncertainty

 Uncertainties in application of scaled experiments to full

Plant
Uncertainty

 Uncertainties in initial & boundary conditions of plant

User effect
Uncertainty

scale systems
systems
 Development of nodalization
 Interpretation of incomplete information
 Accepting steady-state performance
 Interpreting transient results
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Source of uncertainty
PCT prediction in a core during LBLOCA:
Total uncertainty due to IC, BC, all models:
With coarse meshing:







400 K

Impact on PCT

Turb. Diffusion
Dispersion
Numerical diffusion
Numerical error on interfacial & wall transfers
Uncertainty on interfacial & wall transfers models
User effect

2K
5K
10 K
30 K
80 K
250 K

(from T/H Test matrix for training and development of expertise, IAEA, 2009)
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Source of uncertainty
Use of standard practices and procedures
as codified in system code manuals




guidance on nodalization for plant models
analysis procedures
quality assurance techniques

Professional
training of user

To reduce
user effects

Rigorous QA
procedures

Presence of experienced mentors for
consultation to new user
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Initial & boundary conditions
 Input uncertainties to be quantified by determining the range &
distribution of model parameters
• If not feasible, conservative input values to be used

 Use the most limiting initial conditions expected over the plant
lifetime based on sensitivity analyses. (example for LOCA)
• Most unfavorable break location
• Range of break sizes
• Time within the fuel cycle (i.e. beginning or end of cycle, burnup)

 Not consider initial conditions that cannot occur in combination
in a realistic analysis
• e.g. the limiting decay heat and the limiting peaking factors not
physically occur at the same time
• For conservative analyses, the limiting values to be combined
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Best estimate + uncertainty analysis
 Licensing requirements to be the same, regardless of
a conservative approach or a best estimate approach
 Most unfavorable single failure criterion
 Coincident loss of off-site power
 Safety grade systems & components

 Nodalization & plant modelling
 To be sufficiently detailed to represent all the important
phenomena and design characteristics
 A consistent nodalization philosophy to be used for the test and
for the full scale analysis of the plant
 Sufficient sensitivity analyses to be performed on the
nodalization to ensure that the calculated results are free from
erratic variation
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
Design Parameters
Reactor thermal power : 2815 MWt
NSSS thermal power : 2825 MWt
RCS flow rate (total) : 121.5x106 lb/hr
RCS design pressure : 2,500 psia
RCS design temperature : 650oF (343oC)
RCS operating pressure : 2,250 psia
Core flow rate : 117.9x106 lb/hr
Core inlet temperature : 564.5oF (295.8oC)
Core outlet temperature : 622.0oF (327.3oC)
Core average temperature : 592.9oF (312oC)
RCS volume (except PZR) : 10,008 ft3
PZR liquid / vapor volume : 905 / 910 ft3
PZR pressure/temperature : 2,250 psia/655oF
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
S/G Design Parameters
# of tubes : 8,214 each S/G
Tube O.D. : 19.1 mm
Tube thickness : 1.07 mm
Average tube height : 17.7 m
System pressure : 1,070 psia
Feed temp. : 450oF (232.2oC)
Carry over rate : 0.25%
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
 Initial conditions
 Sensitivity study for conservative values resulting in worst results
Parameters
Core power

Normal values
2815 MWth

Axial shape index (ASI) -

Initial condition range
0~102%
-0.3 < ASI < +0.3

Reactor inlet flowrate

121.5 x 106 lb/hr

95~116%

PZR water level

50%

22~60%

Core inlet temperature

564.5 ℉

550 ~572 ℉

PZR pressure

2250 psia

2000~2325 psia

S/G water level

44% (narrow range) 35~98.2% (wide range)
79% (wide range)
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
 Reactor protection system(RPS) trips
Nominal
setpoint

RPS trip signal

Analysis setpoint
FLB &SLB

Variable overpower

109.4%

Event not mentioned
116%

High PZR pressure

2384 psia

2421 psia

2460 psia

Low PZR pressure

1762 psia

1705 psia

1555 psia

Low SG pressure

885.4 psia

851 psia

789 psia

Low SG water level

42.8% WR

35% WR

28% WR

High SG water level

93% NR

95% NR

95% NR

Low DNBR

-

RCP low speed

-

High local power density
SG ∆p – low flow

21.0 kW/ft

1.30

116%

-

-

95.0%

21.0 kW/ft

21.0 kW/ft

80%
WR: wide range,

NR: narrow range
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
 Engineered safety features actuation signal (ESFAS)
Parameter range
(Normal)

Setpoint

PZR ‘low’ pressure

2225~2275 psia (2250)

1762 psia

-0.5 ~ +0.5 psig (0.0)

1.9 psig

Containment spray

Containment ‘high’
pressure
Containment ‘highhigh’ pressure

-0.5 ~ +0.5 psig (0.0)

20.2 psig

Containment recirculation

RWT ‘low’ level

70 ~ 95 %

7.5 %

S/G ‘low’ pressure

1070~1170 psia (1070)

885.4 psia

Containment ‘high’
pressure

-0.5 ~ +0.5 psig (0.0)

1.9 psig

S/G ‘high’
level (narrow)

30~74 % (44)

93.0 %

S/G ‘low’ level

72~90 % (79)

23.5 %

Actuation signal
Safety injection &
Containment isolation

Main steam
line isolation

Auxiliary feedwater

Parameter
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4. Safety Analysis Method
 Parameter assumed in safety analysis (Uljin 3,4)
 Single failure criteria
 Failure which results in the loss of component capability to

perform its intended safety function, and any consequential
failure which results from it
 Examples for single failure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One main feedwater isolation valve fails to close
One main steam isolation valve fails to close
One atmospheric dump valve fails to open
One atmospheric dump valve fails to close
Failure of one high pressure safety injection pump
Failure of one low pressure safety injection pump
Loss of offsite power after turbine trip
Failure of one emergency diesel generator to start
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Safety Analysis Codes
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Simulation using computer code
 Express physical system as mathematical model
 Expression of idealized physical systems with sets of partial and
ordinary differential equations
 Need simplification and assumptions

 Many semi-empirical or empirical formula for

mathematical models
 Properties, models and correlations

 Solve mathematical model by numerical method using

computer





Finite difference, finite volume, numerical integration technique
Semi-implicit, full implicit technique
Express as large amount of coding ( >100,000 lines)
Each developed computer code has specific name and version
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Category of computer code
 Reactor physics
 Fuel analysis
 Thermal Hydraulics

Input

 RCS, Core
 Containment

 Radiological analysis

Design & Operation Data

Reactor System Analysis
-T-H Behavior, Loads, etc.
Core
Characteristics

RCS T-H

Core analysis
- DNB, Kinetics, etc.
Fuel
Behavior

Core T-H

Fuel Analysis
- Temp., Press., etc.

CTMT
Press.

M&E Release

Containment analysis
- Temp., Press., etc.
Radioactive
Release

Radiological Analysis
- Source Term, Dose
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Development of computer code
 System T/H analysis codes in USA
 During 1960s, Stable Numerical Integration of Conservation
Equations for Hydraulic Network (Porshing, Murphy, Redfield)
 FLASH Series
• FLASH (1966 : Bettis Atomic Power Lab.)
• WFLASH (WH : 1974), CEFLASH (CE : 70s)

 RELAP Series
•
•
•
•

RELAPSE(1966), RELAP 2,3,4-Series (INEL: 1971,1975,1981)
Final version of RELAP4/MOD7 was released in 1980
RELAP5-Series (INEL, since late 1970s)
Last version RELAP5/MOD3.3, RELAP5-DOE

 TRAC Series
• TRAC-P Series (LANL : 1977, 1979, 1981), TRAC-B Series (INEL)

 Consolidation program (USNRC 1997) → TRACE (2002)
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Development of computer code
 System T/H analysis codes in Non-USA






France : CATHARE (1980s) : two fluid model : BETHSY test
Germany : ATHLET (1980s) : two phase with drift flux : PKL test
Canada : CATHENA (1990s) : two fluid model : RD14 test
Japan : J-TRAC (1980s) : based on TRAC-PF1 : LSTF test
Korea : MARS (1990s) : based on RELAP-COBRA : ATLAS test

 Other computer analysis code in USA
 COBRA series : core subchannel code
 CONTEMPT series : containment T/H analysis code

 Utilization of GUI (after 2000)





RELAP-GUI (INEL)
SNAP for RELAP, TRAC : USNRC
VISA for RELAP, MARS, RETRAN : KAERI
SIPA for CATHARE : CEA
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Plant designer / suppliers
Vendor
Purpose
System
Analysis

Performance
Non-LOCA

Fuel Analysis
Thermal hydraulics/DNBR
SBLOCA
LOCA
LBLOCA-Blowdown
LBLOCA-Reflood
Containment M/E analysis
Blowdown load analysis
Containment M/E analysis

WH-CENP
(ABB-CE)

WH

LTC

LOFTRAN

CESEC

LOFTRAN

STRIKIN II

PAD/LOC/BART

TORC/CETOP

THINC/BANDIT

CEFLASH-4AS

NORTRUMP

CEFLASH-4A
COMPERC II

SATAN 6
BASH (WREFLOOD)

CEFLASH-4A

SATURN, WREFLOOD

CEFLASH-4B

MULTIFLEX

CONTEMPT-LT

CONTEMPT-LT
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Independent audit calculation codes in KINS
 Reactor system analysis
 PWR: RELAP5, TRAC, TRACE
 PHWR : RELAP-CANDU

 Reactor core analysis
 PWR : PARCS (kinetics), FRAPCON (fuel performance), CASMO
(nuclear), COBRA (core T-H)
 PHWR : MCNP (nuclear), CHAN/CANDU (core T-H)

 Containment analysis
 PWR : CONTEMPT4, CONTAIN
 PHWR : CONTAIN/CANDU

 Radiological consequence analysis : PARVAN, AZAP
 Severe accident analysis
 MELCOR, SCDAP-RELAP, IFCI, VICTORIA, CONTAIN
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Schematic overview of code structure (RELAP)
Trip & Control

Thermal
Hydraulics

Special Pump
Model

Reactor Kinetics

Heat Structures
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Independent audit calculation codes in KINS
 Thermal hydrodynamics
 Field equations
• Mass/energy/momentum equations for vapor & liquid
• Non-condensable gas in vapor, boron transport in liquid phase

 State relationships (ASME property table)
 Constitutive models (flow regime, wall friction & heat transfer)
 Special process models (critical flow, CCFL, pump model, etc.)

 Heat structures
 1-D heat conduction, 2-D heat conduction and fine mesh rezoning
 Fuel rod model (gap conductance), metal-water reaction model
 Reactor kinetics
 Point kinetics model with reactivity feedback
 Fission product decay model (ANS73, ANS79, …..)
 Trip and controls
 Variable/logical trip, Various control function (sum, difference, ……)
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Hydraulics
 Volume
 Pipe
 Annulus

 Junction
 Branch





Separator
Jet mixer
Turbine
ECC mixer

 Valve
 Pump
 Accumulator
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Hydraulics
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Example of system modeling with components
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Verification & validation
 Process management

Verification: Do the things right
Validation: Do the right things

 Categorization of necessary activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation & upgrading of code manuals
Verification & validation activities and their documentation
Error reporting and corrective actions and their documentation
Acceptance testing and installation of the code
Configuration management
Control of interfaces

 Quality management for the code development to be independent
of the code developers
 Code V&V plan to be prepared early in code development
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Verification of code
 Verification of code design
 To ensure that the code design conforms to and are appropriately
implemented in accordance with the design requirements
• numerical methods
• transformation of the equations into a numerical scheme,
• user options are appropriately implemented in accordance with the
design requirements

 To include a review of the design concept, basic logic, flow
diagrams, numerical methods, algorithms and computational
environment
 Checklists to be provided for review and inspection
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Verification of source code
 To demonstrate that it conforms to programming and
language standards, and its logic is consistent with the
design specification
 Review & inspection of the entire code may not be
practicable owing to its large size
 Verification of individual modules of the code to be conducted, and
to include a inspection of all interfaces between the modules
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Validation of code
 Validation process
 To provide confidence in the code ability to predict safety
parameter
• Quantify the code accuracy for the safety parameters

 To be performed in two phases
• Development phase : by the code developer
• Independent assessment phase : independent of the developer
• Data from different experiments to be used for each assessment, if
possible

 Users should simulate validation tests without having any prior
knowledge of the experimental results (blind calculation)
• To preclude any deliberate tuning of code calculations to yield better
agreement with experimental results
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Validation of code
 Validation process
 Range of validity & the limitations of a code as a result of
validation
• To be documented in a validation report
• To be referenced in licensing documentation

 Results of a validation to be used to determine the uncertainty of
the code calculation results
• Difference between code calculation and experimental results to be
determined directly, or by using the mean and variance
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Validation of code
 Information of Validation
 Major sources of information for validation
•
•
•
•

Analytical solutions
Experimental data
Nuclear power plant transients
Benchmark calculations (code to code comparisons)

 For complex application, a valid matrix to be developed to include
test data from different experimental facilities and different sets of
conditions in the same facility
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Validation of code
 4 different types of test for validation
Type of Test
Basic tests
Separate effect
tests

Integral effect
tests
NPP operational
transients

Characteristics
 Simple test cases not directly related to NPPs
 For analytical solutions or correlations
 Address specific phenomena in NPPs,
but not address other phenomena that
may occur at the same time
 Ideally to be performed at full scale
 Test cases directly related to NPPs
 Represent all or most of the relevant physical
processes
 To be carried out at a reduced scale, at low
pressure & with substitute materials
 Full scale, Real data, Limited data base
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Adequacy code evaluation for BE + uncertainty

analysis
 Code adequacy demonstration process
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
 Adequacy code evaluation for BE + uncertainty

analysis
 Code adequacy identifier
Classifier
Excellent
Reasonable
Minimal

Unacceptable

Description
 Code exhibits no deficiencies in modeling a given behavior.
 The calculation lies within or near the data uncertainty
band at all times during the phase of interest.
 Code exhibits minor deficiencies.
 The calculation sometimes lies within the data uncertainty
band and shows the same trends as the data.
 Code exhibits significant deficiencies.
 Some major trends & phenomena are not predicted.
 Incorrect conclusions may be drawn based on the
calculation when data are not available.
 Code exhibits major deficiencies.
 Comparison is unacceptable when a significant difference
between calculation and data is present, and the difference is
not understood.
 Such a difference could follow from errors in either calculation
or the portrayal of the data or an inadequate code model of
phenomenon.
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5. Safety Analysis Codes
Example of excellent agreement
between code and data

Example of reasonable agreement
between code and data.
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System T/H Analysis
with Codes
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes

Flowchart of basic steps
in the safety analysis procedure
(from IAEA SRS 23, “Accident
analysis for nuclear power plant”)

Dashed lines indicate the
requirements on the database
that depend on code selection
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Procedures for System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Gathering and organizing






information that defines
the initial and boundary
conditions.
Defining and nodalizing
the problem
Inputting the problem
Quality-assuring the
model
Running the code and
analyzing the problem

Plant data including
ECCS Parameters

LOCA

Event
Scenario
Safety
Analysis

Acceptable

Plant
Design

Operation Operator
Limits
Action

LOCA Analysis with
Computer code

NO

Change

YES

SAR

ECCS Performance
Criteria

6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Gathering and organizing information
 Input requirements with 4 distinct areas
 Hydrodynamics
•
•
•
•
•

All flow areas, all flow lengths, vertical orientations
all flow areas, all flow lengths, vertical orientations
geometric detail to calculate hydraulic diameters
material roughness at fluid-wall interfaces
information sufficient to calculate flow losses
- e.g. bending geometries, area expansion, etc.

• Valve geometries, valve flow rates, plant startup test data
• Initial plant conditions – pressure, temperature, flow rate
• pump characteristics

 Heat structures
 Control systems
 Neutronics
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Gathering and organizing information
 Source of information
 FSAR
 Prints of loop piping in
• Reactor vessel, S/G, steam lines, feedwater line
• PZR, RCP, accumulator
• Safety injection lines









Piping & instrumentation diagrams
Precautions, limitations and specifications documents
Operation procedures
Fuel and reactor kinetics information
Pump characteristics
Valve information
Plant startup test data
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Defining and Nodalizing Problem
 Draw a boundary around system that requires simulation
 During process of defining and nodalizing the problem,
user must carefully document each step
 The model should be checked by an independent
checker
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 LOCA with cold leg break for KSNP
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 RELAP5 nodding for LOCA

Break
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Inputting Problem: Initial & Boundary Conditions
 Process for input modeling
 Check the input for errors & inconsistencies
 Obtaining a steady state system balance

 Installing the input
 straightforward task to copy the various inputs from documentation
into a computer file
 transcription errors: code initialization logic is programmed to
check for such mismatches

 System steady state
 Model steady-state condition is adjusted to match the physical
system's initial condition
 Each step and model adjustment should be documented in the
problem description and solution notebook
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
Initial conditions for LOCA analysis
(Sensitivity study for conservative value resulting in worst results)
 Reactor thermal power: 2817 MWt (102% of nominal)
 Axial power shape: top skewed
 RCS flow rate (total): 121.5x106 lb/hr (95 ~ 116% of 121.5x106)
 Core flow rate: 117.9x106 lb/hr
 RCS pressure: 2,250 psia (2,225~2,275 psia)
 Core inlet / outlet temperature : 564.5℉ (550 ~ 572 ℉) / 622.0 ℉
 Safety injection tank pressure / temp. : 585 psia / 120 ℉
 Worst single failure: no failure in SIS, loss of offsite power

[spectrum analysis]
 0.6 x double-ended guillotine break in pump discharge leg
(0.6DEG/PD)
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Running Code and Analyzing Problem
 Running the problem
 Most common difficulties: unexplained failures, unexpected
convergent results

 Analysis of T/H code results
 Check the output for indications that the code did not converge
properly
 Check the output for nonphysical results
 Check the calculation results that may be unrealistic
 Boundary conditions should be checked to ensure that key
events are occurring as prescribed
 Every aspect of the calculation should be thoroughly
understood
 Early in the analysis phase, the user should use graphics so
that all the necessary output is obtained
※ Analyzing the code results is one of the most important phase
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Running Code and Analyzing Problem
 Major sequence of events for LBLOCA (0.6DEG/PD)











0.0 sec: Break occurs
0.15 sec: Core peak power (114%)
10.0 sec: PZR pressure peach Rx trip and SIAS setpoint (1555 psia)
11.15 sec: Rx trip and SIAS generated
15.0 sec: Safety injection tanks discharge begin (585 psia)
22.5 sec: End of bypass
31.1 sec: Start of reflood
31.1 sec: Safety injection (HPSI / LPSI) flow delivered to RCS
77.52 sec: Safety injection tanks empty
1200 sec: Recirculation actuation signal (5%)

 Results with acceptance criteria
 Peak cladding temperature: 2,162 ℉ < 2,200 ℉
 Max. cladding oxidation:
7.86 %
< 17 %
 Hydrogen generation:
<0.681 % < 1 %
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Running Code and Analyzing Problem
Pressure in center hot assembly

Peak cladding temperature
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Running Code and Analyzing Problem
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6. System T/H Analysis with Codes
 Running Code and Analyzing Problem
[ MARS- GUI ]

[ SNAP ]

[ ViSA ]
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Always we keep watching
our Atomic Power

